Concrete / Asphalt Products
Concrete Products
CV210 Concrete Remover (Polished Aluminum Safe)
For the removal of heaviest concrete residues. Ready to use formula, applied with foamer. Safe for use on polished
aluminum.
CV220 Concrete Descaler
Extremely concentrated, foaming organic salt based concrete descaler for concrete and cement vehicles. To be used
through foaming system. Quickly dissolves concrete and concrete dust. Also effective at removing grease, oils and
general road grime. Non-hydrochloric acid formula.
CV230 Concrete Descaler
Organic salt based concrete descaler for concrete and cement vehicles. Positioned for manual application and cleaning.
Quickly dissolves concrete and concrete dust. Also effective at removing grease, oils and general road grime. Nonhydrochloric acid formula containing corrosion inhibitors.

Asphalt Products
CV310 Asphalt Remover
100% active product for removal of heavy buildup on asphalt vehicles. Removes asphalt, tar, hardened grease, grime
and oils. Also suitable for use on machinery, tools, automotive parts, and engines. Water thin product.
CV320 Asphalt Remover Gel
Heavy duty, ready to use sprayable cleaner that clings to surfaces, providing increased contact time. Removes asphalt,
tar, hardened grease, grime and oils. Suitable for use on pavers / radiators, machinery, tools, automotive parts, and
engines.
CV350 Asphalt Remover (Rubber Safe)
100% active product for removal of heavy buildup on asphalt vehicles. Removes asphalt, tar, hardened grease, grime
and oils. Also suitable for use on machinery, tools, automotive parts, and engines. Will not attack rubber, gaskets, etc.
Water thin product.
Release Agents
CV410 Release Agent
A concentrated dump box release agent. Dilutable up to a 1:10 ratio. Replaces diesel fuel.
CV420 Release Agent
A concentrated dump box release agent. Dilutable up to a 1:10 ratio. Replaces diesel fuel.
CV430 Release Agent
A highly concentrated release agent. Dilutable up to a 1:30 ratio. Replaces diesel fuel. Efficient on both standard and
polymer based asphalt.
CV445 Release Agent
A ready to use, extremely efficient concrete and asphalt release agent. Replaces diesel fuel. Efficient on both standard
and polymer based asphalt.
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General Vehicle Products
Truck Wash
Foaming truck wash. Removes heavy road film, grease, oil, carbon deposits and general soils. Apply through foaming
system. Soft metal safe (including aluminum) at all concentrations. Non-solvent, non-caustic formula.
Bus Wash
Bus detergent for use in automatic wash equipment. Removes road film and soils, grease and grime. Neutral pH, nonsolvent formula safe for use on any surface.
Bus and Truck Rim Cleaner / Prewash
Heavy duty rim cleaner and prewash for buses, trucks. Removes brake dust, soil. Not for use on polished aluminum
surfaces.
Foamy Vehicle Wash
A highly concentrated manual exterior car wash detergent. Emulsifies road soils, and produces a dense foam which
suspends the soil until rinsed away. Neutral pH, non-solvent formula safe for use on any surface.
ReNew
Ready to use cleaner, shine enhancer and protectant for a wide variety of surfaces. Ideal for use on furniture,
automotive dashes, rubber tires, interior and exterior plastic. Leaves no oily, waxy film or buildup.
Aluminum Brightener
Aluminum and steel brightener. Removes corrosion / oxidation, chemical burns. Ideal for use on tankers. Not for use
on polished aluminum or steel.
Car Rim Cleaner
Rim cleaner for cars and light trucks. Removes brake dust, soil.

Shop Products
CitraMax
Heavy duty citrus based concentrated cleaner for tough degreasing jobs. Removes heavy grease, oil and general soils
from a variety of surfaces including shop floors, equipment.
Liquid Gold
Extremely powerful citrus based cleaner for most severe degreasing applications, including transmission and engine
cleaning, spot tar removal.
Simply Soy Degreaser
Renewable soy based degreaser for extreme cleaning / degreasing. Suitable for use in a multitude of applications
including engine and equipment degreasing, spot tar removal. Dilutable in hot or cold water. Will not attack rubber
seals, gaskets.
EcoAssure Citrus Concentrate
Concentrated low foaming degreaser which meets or exceeds all criteria contained in all major North American
Environmental Standards. Formulated with citrus solvent / d-Limonene. Effective against grease, oil, crayon, pen,
marker, pencil, food soils, carbon soils (soot), light tar/adhesive and general particulate soils. Suitable for use on shop
floors, walls, equipment, engines, countertops, fixtures, sinks. Ideal for use as a dilutable citrus based spray and wipe
product.
Soft Metal Safe Degreaser
Highly dilutable degreaser for use on all floors, walls, equipment. Soft metal safe (including aluminum) at all
concentrations. Removes heavy soils including grease, oil and carbon deposits. Low foaming, solvent-free formula.
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